ADVANCED PERFORMANCE MIL-AERO CONNECTOR GO-BETWEENS

Connector Savers and Bulkhead Feed-Thrus

The smart solution for preventing contact damage and extending the service life of cable assemblies and box and panel-mount receptacles

- Sav-Con™s for every mil-standard circular and rectangular connector
- Hundreds of successful space launch and space flight applications including every Space Shuttle mission
- Bulkhead feed-thrus for environmental, filter and hermetic applications
- Pin/pin, pin/socket, and socket/socket versions
- Traditional plug-receptacle savers, as well as in-line versions and gender changers
- Available EMI/EMP filter savers and adapters

Glenair Sav-Con’s protected the umbilical connectors on every Space Shuttle mission

Series changers and gender changers available in both Sav-Con® and bulkhead feed-thru configurations

circular and rectangular configurations available including hermetic and EMI/RFI filter configurations
HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONNECTOR GO-BETWEENS

Sav-Con® Connector Savers and Bulkhead Feed-Thrus

Each Glenair Sav-Con® Connector Saver meets the military specification performance requirements of its mating connector. Glenair manufactures and supplies a Sav-Con® connector saver for every military standard connector currently in use including:

- MIL-DTL-26482 Series I and II
- MIL-DTL-28840
- MIL-DTL-38999 Series I, II and III
- MIL-DTL-83723
- LN 29729 (SJT)
- PATT 105 and PATT 602
- MIL-DTL-5015 Series 801 and 805 Mighty Mouse
- Series 89 Nanominiature
- M24308 D-Subminiature
- MIL-DTL-83513 Micro-D Subminiature
- Series 28 HiPer-D M24308 intermateable
- Series 79 Micro-Crimp

Comprehensive materials, plating, and polarization options available

TRADITIONAL PLUG-RECEPTACLE SAV-CON® CONNECTOR SAVERS

- MIL-DTL-38999 series III type
- MIL-DTL-5015 threaded and/or reverse-bayonet
- MIL-DTL-38999 series II bayonet-coupling saver
- Series 80 Mighty Mouse Sav-Con®

BULKHEAD FEED-THRUS

- Special high-voltage power bulkhead feed-thru
- Special wide panel accommodation Mighty Mouse bulkhead feed-thru
- MIL-DTL-5015 bulkhead feed-thru
- Special non-cadmium plating classes

SPECIAL-PURPOSE ADAPTERS AND SAVERS

- EMI/RFI filter Sav-Con® adapter (D38999 Series III type shown)
- Rectangular EMI/RFI filter Sav-Con adapter (MIL-DTL-83513 type shown)
- Power distribution connector savers (MIL-D-5015 type shown)